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2 Use of English

A Rewrite the sentences using the words in brackets.
Example:  The world produces 80 million barrels of

oil a day.                           (produced)
• 80 million barrels of oil are

produced each day.

1 Do we need more petrol?                  (enough)
…………………………………………………………………………

2 I think you should fill up with petrol, as the
petrol tank is very low.              (you’d better)
…………………………………………………………………………

3 There’s a tank in the garden and it collects 
rainwater.                                           (that)
………………………………………………………………………….

4 You heat crude oil in a refinery.          (heated)
……………………………………………………………….…………

5 It is probable that by 2014, China will consume
14 million barrels a day.                        (may)
…………………………………………………………………………

B  Choose a word from the box to fill the gaps.

(a)  which       (b)  life       (c)  cost       (d)  also

(e)  depends       (f)  needed       (g)  gone      

(h)  why       (i)  if       (j)  and

The reason (1) ……… we need to worry about the oil
crisis is that almost every aspect of modern (2) ……….
depends on oil and natural gas, (3) ………… could run out
at the same time as oil. Food production (4) ……….. on
cheap oil, which fuels farming equipment, transport
systems (5) ………… refrigerators. As oil production has
(6) ……… up, so has food production. (7) ………… the
price of oil soars, the price of food will 
(8) ……….. increase greatly. Energy from oil is also 
(9) ………… to transport almost all our fresh water, so
the (10) ………….  of water will soar as well. 

3 Writing
A  Listen to the listening passage in Unit 7,

Activity 5. Imagine that the journalist Tony
Forbes has to write an article about Professor
Sopian’s Solar-hydrogen Eco-house. Write the
article (120 -180 words). 

B  Imagine that it is thirty years in the future. The
oil has almost run out. Write a story describing 
a day in the life of a student in your country 
(120 -180 words). You will need to decide
whether there are major energy and economic
problems, or whether there are alternative
energy sources available. 

4 Connections

A Underline the correct word or phrase in italics.

1 Natural gas is an alternative / renewable
energy source.

2 The oil companies have used / used up most of
the oil in the USA.

3 The world economy has run out of / run on oil 
for over 150 years.

4 Soon it will be economics / economic to use
renewable energy.

5 Plants give up / give out carbon dioxide.
6 It’s a country with huge oil sources / resources.

B Put the verbs into pairs that have more or less
the same meaning.

to convert      to carry      to face   

to rise      to change      to give out     

to confront       to create      to transport

to emit      to go up      to make    

C Complete the gaps with the correct form of the
words in the box.

(a)  (the) economy       (b)  to develop       

(c)  industrialised       (d)  the environment       

(e)  to work        (f)  to affect 

1 We need to use fuels that do not harm  ……… .

2 The world ……… runs on oil.

3 If we run out of oil, it will ……… all our lives. 

4 America is one of the most powerful ………

countries in the world.

5 How does the air conditioning system ……… ? 

6 Scientists are ……… cars that run on hydrogen.
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